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Deadly secrets. Hidden enemies. Colliding histories. She’s supposed to be dead. For Rowan Valor, faking her own death is a regular
necessity. How else would an immortal dragon manage to live in a place like Manhattan for close to three hundred years? But
changing her identity leaves the community center she founded vulnerable, and for the sake of the children, she must find a way to
undo the damage. He’s leading a new life. Human detective Nick Grandstaff entered law enforcement to escape his violent roots. But
closing the door on his past has resulted in an unnatural obsession with his work. Perhaps it’s for the best that his longest
relationship has been with his dog. What woman would choose to be with someone with such a dark and tangled history? To have a
future together, both must face their past. When Nick investigates a case that leads him to Rowan’s door, their passionate
connection promises to heal old wounds and grant them both the once-in-a-lifetime love they deserve. But fighting a common enemy
entangles them in the dangerous supernatural underworld of Manhattan where power is shifting, and unbeknownst to Rowan, a former
ally has become a deadly enemy. * * * Topics: dragon shifter romance, paranormal romance dragons, paranormal romance witches,
paranormal romance vampires, detective romance, romance saga, romantic suspense, series starter, first in series, romance series,
romance saga, romantic family saga, new release, shapeshifter romance with sex, New York, vampire romance, paranormal romance,
shifter romance, dragon shifter romance series, romance ebook, romance series, top romance reads, bestselling, fantasy romance,
paranormal elements, contemporary fantasy, urban fantasy, HEA, Genevieve Jack, Genevieve Jack Dragons, Witches, Magic, Love,
strong heroine, alpha hero, family, steamy romance, emotional romance, new adult paranormal romance, forbidden romance, romance
fiction, top ebooks in romance, top ebooks in paranormal, romance books, romance, award winning romance, USA Today bestseller,
Paranormal Romance Series. Perfect for fans of Alisa Woods, Christine Feehan, Jessie Donovan, M. Flynn, Mac Flynn, Thea Harrison,
Gena Callahan, Milly Weaver, J.K. Harper, Anna Craig, Michelle M. Pillow, Mandy M. Roth, JR Ward, Kresley Cole, Ilona andrews,
Jayne faith, Renee Rose, Vanessa Vale, Brenda K Davies, Layla Nash, Sherilee Gray, Abigail Owen, Donna Grant, Terry Bolryder, T.
S. Joyce, Zoe Chant, Charlene Hartnady, Eve Langlais, Evangeline Anderson, Milly Taiden, Alexandra Ivy
Just when Sophia thinks she’s got a handle on things going on in the dragon town, her whole world is rocked, quite literally. The
town Sophia grew up in is in a very bad state. Earth dragons are going missing, leaving young kids orphaned, and nobody knows
what’s going on or where they’re taken. To make it even worse, a group of rebels who were supposed to bring supplies to the town
haven’t shown up, making everyone worried that they’ve been caught by the renegade fae soldiers. Sophia and her men turn to an
unusual source in their desperation to find answers, a magically sealed room at the hidden dragon library. A place nobody has been
able to get into in decades. When Sophia manages to finally unlock the room with a spell passed down from her witch father,
everything she thought she knew changes. It seems her father was involved in things that nobody had any idea about, showing a side
to him that Sophia doesn’t know how to combine with what her mother told her about him. To top it off, she’s confronted with a
half-sister she had no idea existed, a half-sister with fae and witch blood. Can Sophia and her men find out what happened to the
missing earth dragons? And how much is Sophia’s father involved with what’s going on in the town right now? But most importantly,
can they heal the town and the people in it, so that they can thrive again, like they used to? This collection includes the second
three novellas in the Guarding Their Dragon Mate serial, Captured Dragon, Reclaimed Dragon and Ferocious Dragon, a six episodes
long reverse harem #WhyChoose story. These novellas may include any of these elements: steamy scenes, ‘I need tissues NOW’
moments, cries of ‘why, oh, why’ and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails (and curse the author). This story takes place in
the same world as the Lughnasadh Elite Academy and happens after the events from the first 10 parts of the other series. Both
series can be read stand-alone, they are about different characters, but they are connected.
Dragon UnbrokenA Reverse Harem Dragon Fantasy Romance
Magic. Betrayal. Dragons. New York Times bestselling author K.N. Lee brings you all this and more in the sequel to the
international hit, "Half-Blood Dragon." Rowen is on the run. Convicted of a murder she didn't commit, a last-minute surprise
rescue from the gallows by her father, the notorious pirate Elian Westin should have brought her a measure of freedom, if not
peace. Instead, Rowen has more enemies than ever...and more questions. The royal navy of Withrae is on her heels to bring her to
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justice, and her erstwhile savior Captain Westin wants her back because he believes she is the key to finding the legendary Red
Dragon, a creature so powerful that it can change the course of time. Hunted by dragon shifters who despise her and feared by
humans who don't understand her, half-blood dragon Rowen must unravel old mysteries in order to outsmart new adversaries. She can
only hope that her new, uncontrollable magical abilities don't get her killed before she can confront the man who set all of this
in motion... ...a man who hates her but will do anything to save her life.
The blue-sided human will choose a side.When four princes are born, on the same day, they will rule true.Her saviour will die when
the choice is made.If she chooses wrong, she will fall.If she chooses right, then she will rule. Only her mates can stop her from
the destruction of all.If the fates allow, no one need fall.For only the true kings hold her fate and they will be her mates.The
prophecy is true, the war is here and her saviour will die.Follow Winter and her mates in the final installment in Her Guardians
Series.18+
A Reverse Harem Standalone Romance Collection Steamy reverse harem menage romance shifter mfm mmf mmfm fated mates fate military
contemporary hea happy happily ever after author series novel book standalone stand alone why choose paranormal supernatural pnr
magic Box set author series novel book complete omnibus boxset bundle collection
A Reverse Harem Omnibus Collection
A New Adult Contemporary Reverse Harem Romance Serial
Fate of Three
Their Treasure (Scarred Cliff 6)
A Spellbound Shifters: Dragons Entwined Slice of Life Story
It started with a curse, and ended with a crown.The last of the demon-enslaved Fae, Ryn Cole, is indentured to the King of Greed. Mammon.Cursed by Dragons, before they fled Hell, Ryn is the King's prisoner, servant, and Second in
Command.When Helena, a young Jewelry appraiser, finds herself in possession of a crown, made from no metal she has ever seen before, she is thrown into a world full of Demons, treasure and violence.King Mammon is determined to
have both the crown, and Helena.Ryn wants nothing more than his freedom from his curse, and if he has to set Helena up to take his place, so be it.Everyone has their eye on the crown.But Helena is worth far more to Ryn than he could
ever know. She is the one person throughout the Worlds that can break his and Mammon's curse. Will Helena be able to break the King's stranglehold on his most powerful prisoner?Will she want to, when she realises the extent of Ryn's
plan for her?** Fire Heart is a standalone Reverse harem paranormal, demon/fae shifter, urban fantasy romance novel****Contains: Bullying, captivity, sexual and physical abuse, M/M and MFM sex and Demons!*(Fire Heart is a reverse
harem, but does contain scenes of multiple partner sex. It is a Dark romance, set in captivity.)
Sophia thought she’d be fighting the fae army, not her attraction to four handsome rebels. Orphaned at twelve, half-blood Sophia, part witch, part dragon, has grown from a member of the secretive dragon rebel army to the one in charge
of rebuilding her home town after the war with the fae. Now she not only has to deal with new responsibilities but also with a team of four very handsome men who are supposed to help her, not distract her… One spoiled fire dragon who
won’t take orders from anyone. One broody air element witch carrying a lot of pain from his past. One soft-spoken werewolf with hidden strength. And one mysterious fae… Four very hot sources of trouble. The five have barely left for
their mission when they run into the first obstacle as they’re attacked by a group of renegade fae soldiers. Can they survive the attack? But more importantly, can they survive the mission with their lives and hearts intact? This collection
includes all the novellas in the Guarding Their Dragon Mate serial (Cursed Dragon, Hunted Dragon, Fated Dragon, Captured Dragon, Reclaimed Dragonand Ferocious Dragon) a six episodes long paranormal reverse harem
#WhyChoose story. These novellas may include any of these elements: steamy scenes, ‘I need tissues NOW’ moments, cries of ‘why, oh, why’ and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails (and curse the author). This story takes
place in the same world as the Lughnasadh Elite Academy and happens after the tenth novella of that series. Both series can be read stand-alone, they are about different characters, but they are connected.
From USA Today bestselling author Genevieve Jack comes the final installment in the award winning Treasure of Paragon Series He’s lost his royal title. She’s lost her family’s fortune. When friends become lovers, can a gamble on
each other pay off? He’s a dead man walking. After three hundred years, Marius must face a world that has moved on without him. Haunted by nightmares about the horrors he endured in the underworld, he’s desperate for distraction.
He finds relief in the exhaustion that comes when a friend named Harlow, the alluring daughter of a washed up Paragonian aristocrat, agrees to train him to fight. She’s flirting with danger. Life as Harlow knew it is over. Her family was
lucky to escape execution for their former support of Empress Eleanor. Now, she’s just thankful to be alive and that her keen talent for pit fighting has earned her a job training Marius. The money is the only thing keeping her family
afloat, but growing close to Marius could be hazardous to her health. Together, they’ll battle ghosts of seasons past. When echoes from his time in the underworld pull Marius back into the violent domain of the dead, can Harlow help
him break his ties to the past before death reclaims what it lost? Don't miss this dragon shifter, epic fantasy romance perfect for fans of Christine Feehan, Abigail Owen, and Donna Grant!
A dragon prince. A vampire heiress. A kiss that could bring Chicago to its knees. For decades he's posed as a human... It's been a long time since Tobias spread his wings. The exiled dragon prince has worked hard to blend into the human
world and practice his love for healing as a pediatric cardiologist. She awakens the dragon within... As a vampire-human hybrid, Sabrina is used to being different from the rest of her community. But all vampires need to feed. The night she
chooses Tobias as her next meal, everything changes. He's far more than he seems, and if she doesn't protect his secret, it could cost him his life. Can love remind him of who he truly is? One kiss thrusts Tobias into the dark underground
world of Chicago's vampires where his dragon nature is his only hope of protecting Sabrina. But Sabrina knows the only way to keep him safe is to push him away. 儫儫儫儫儀
圀椀渀搀礀 䌀椀琀礀 䐀爀愀最漀渀 猀琀愀爀琀猀
get more and more exciting on every page. This book is a nonstop ride of action, suspense and romance and the growing world of this series is something that is definitely shaping up to be epic." - Red Hatter Book Blog * * * Topics: dragon
shifter romance, paranormal romance dragons, paranormal romance witches, paranormal romance shifters, medical romance, romance saga, romantic suspense, series starter, first in series, romance series, romance saga, romantic family
saga, new release, shapeshifter romance with sex, Chicago, vampire romance, paranormal romance, shifter romance, dragon shifter romance series, romance ebook, romance series, top romance reads, bestselling, fantasy romance,
paranormal elements, contemporary fantasy, urban fantasy, HEA, Genevieve Jack, Genevieve Jack Dragons, Witches, Magic, Love, strong heroine, alpha hero, family, steamy romance, emotional romance, new adult paranormal romance,
forbidden romance, romance fiction, top ebooks in romance, top ebooks in paranormal, romance books, romance, award winning romance, USA Today bestseller, Paranormal Romance Series. Perfect for fans of Alisa Woods, Christine
Feehan, Jessie Donovan, M. Flynn, Mac Flynn, Thea Harrison, Gena Callahan, Milly Weaver, J.K. Harper, Anna Craig, Michelle M. Pillow, Mandy M. Roth, JR Ward, Kresley Cole, Ilona andrews, Jayne faith, Renee Rose, Vanessa Vale,
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Brenda K Davies, Layla Nash, Sherilee Gray, Abigail Owen, Donna Grant, Terry Bolryder, T. S. Joyce, Zoe Chant, Charlene Hartnady, Eve Langlais, Evangeline Anderson, Milly Taiden, Alexandra Ivy
Five lovers, one life together. After everything Mia, Dylan, Mal, Tom and Jake have struggled through these past weeks, one final challenge remains, they need a place to live, a place that is theirs and theirs alone. Mia’s parents are on their
way to meet them, but Mia and her guys aren’t sure that they’ll let them buy Mia’s grandma’s house, the place they’ve been staying at, without a struggle. On top of that, some people are still carrying secrets that could change
things in surprising ways, and they won’t be able to really be together until those secrets are out in the open. But Mia and her guys are stubborn, if nothing else, and it’s hard to talk about secrets they’ve been carrying around for such a
long time. Can they open up and really share their hearts so that they can become a true family? This is the final novella in the six-part long Scarred Cliff serial, a reverse harem #WhyChoose story. This novella may include any of these
elements: steamy scenes, ‘I need tissues NOW’ moments, cries of ‘why, oh, why’ and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails (and curse the author). This story includes MF and MM scenes. Author note: This series deals with
topics which can be hard for some people, like abuse by a partner and the fallout of the suicide of a side character (which happened in the past but plays an important part in this story).
Call of the Dragon
Dragon Ever After
A Why Choose Paranormal Romance
The Dragons of Paragon
Reverse Harem Shifter Romance
Captured Dragon (Guarding Their Dragon Mate 4)

Their choice is simple. Fight together or die by a weapon that makes dragons fall from the sky.As a Dragon Rider, Nadiyah loves the sky, thirsts for adventure, and breaks all the rules. Not even sparks flying with
Azel, the Chief's son, will make her submit to dragon clan traditions. Her dragon's flames are ready to incinerate the army marching on their sacred valley. But this army doesn't demand war. Instead, they need
powerful allies.Nadiyah finally has a chance to explore with the help of Caden, a handsome lieutenant. But, scarred by civil war, the world outside Dragon Valley may be more than what she bargained for.The true
battleground is in her heart. Azel may die in the gruesome trial to become the next Chief. Caden will never be accepted by her people.Now, Nadiyah only wants the impossible: to keep the men she loves, and unite
the army and dragon clans against a common enemy hellbent on destroying them all. Dragon Valley is the first volume in an epic fantasy romance trilogy. The heroine will have multiple love interests and will not
have to choose.
Don’t miss the eighth installment in the bestselling TREASURE OF PARAGON series! A clash of kingdoms. Colin’s dragon has its jeweled heart set on Leena, but she’s a distraction he doesn’t need. The stars
have aligned, and it’s time for the Defenders of the Goddess to take back the throne of Paragon or be crushed under the evil empress’s heel. Colin, along with his siblings, is at the center of it all, so why can’t he
stop his dragon’s obsession? A war of hearts. Elf scribe Leena made a vow to the goddess and her people—and she doesn’t intend to break it. Still, there’s only so much temptation any woman can bear. War
threatens Rogos. As much as Leena would like to avoid her feelings for Colin, she’s key to helping him and the resistance defend her land against Paragon. A final chance. As the world unravels around them, Colin
and Leena must come to terms with what’s truly important. How far will Colin go in his quest for the kingdom? And can Leena resist the comfort of his embrace in what could be their final days? ***** Topics:
dragon shifter romance series, paranormal romance dragon shifters, romantic fantasy dragon shifters, fantasy romance dragon shifters, shapeshifter romance series, witch romance series, paranormal romance
witches, romantic fantasy witches, fantasy romance witches, romance saga, romantic suspense, romance series, romantic family saga, new release, shapeshifter romance with sex, romance ebook, top romance
reads, bestselling, contemporary fantasy in London, urban fantasy in London, HEA, Genevieve Jack, Genevieve Jack dragons, magic, love, strong heroine, alpha hero, steamy romance, emotional romance, new
adult paranormal romance, forbidden romance, romance fiction, top ebooks in romance, top ebooks in paranormal, romance books, romance, award winning romance, epic fantasy Perfect for fans of Alisa Woods,
Christine Feehan, Jessie Donovan, M. Flynn, Mac Flynn, Thea Harrison, Gena Callahan, Milly Weaver, J.K. Harper, Anna Craig, Michelle M. Pillow, Mandy M. Roth, JR Ward, Kresley Cole, Ilona andrews, Jayne
faith, Renee Rose, Vanessa Vale, Brenda K Davies, Layla Nash, Sherilee Gray, Abigail Owen, Donna Grant, Terry Bolryder, T. S. Joyce, Zoe Chant, Charlene Hartnady, Eve Langlais, Evangeline Anderson, Milly
Taiden, Alexandra Ivy,
First, I fell in love with a man I wasn’t sure existed outside of my own head. Then he drew me into a magical realm, a place that doesn’t feel real, even though it most certainly is. He found me there and said I
belonged to him, but two other dark suitors have also staked their claim. They say I’m in danger, that only they can save me… only they can satisfy me. I’m different, special, the key to something
important—something I don’t yet understand. Will I survive long enough to find a way back to my world? And if I do, will I still want to return? The captivating scorching hot first book in the brand new Winter’s
Thorn series. For lovers of paranormal romance, fae romance, enemies to lovers, filled with Alpha males, and is for reverse harem addicts. It includes a sassy heroine and three fae princes. Winter's Thorn Series
To Catch A Fae To Seduce A Fae To Tame A Fae To Claim A Fae For all lovers of fantasy romance with strong heroines, reverse harem, fae stories, and is perfect for devourers of enemies to lovers books.
Expect steam, action, and a supernatural world filled with vampires, monsters, shifters, fae... and unhinged alphas who will do anything to protect their woman. Steamy romance, paranormal romance, fae royal
kingdoms, magic, reverse harem romance, RH romance, RH paranormal romance, reverse harem paranormal romance, myth, myths, action, adventure, female protagonist, novel, hero, romance, romance ebook,
vampire, monster, supernatural, fantasy, mythology.
Sometimes the things that keep us safe hold us captive. She longs for a better future. Avery Tanglewood has had enough of rearranging her life for the sake of others. After years of prioritizing her family over
herself, she’s ready to strike out on her own, even if she’s not sure what she wants to do with her life. If only she was brave enough to face the backlash the truth will bring. He’s a prisoner of the past. For hundreds
of years, Xavier has used his dragon magic to protect his Highland clan inside a pocket of space called the builgean. Thanks to his unique magical abilities, generations have enjoyed peace and prosperity while cut
off from the modern world. But when a fairy trickster captures him and claims his throne, his refuge becomes his prison. Can they free each other from the chains that bind? Avery agrees to journey into the
builgean to persuade Xavier to help with the crisis in Paragon, but she finds a mysterious stranger in his place—a problematic complication, considering she can’t leave the pocket without Xavier’s assistance.
Worse, although she finds the missing dragon, he refuses to return to the outside world without winning back his land and his clan. And the longer Avery spends in Xavier’s world, the harder it is to remember why
she should return to her own. * * * Topics: dragon shifter romance series, paranormal romance dragon shifters, romantic fantasy dragon shifters, fantasy romance, romance fantasy, dragon shifters, shapeshifter
romance series, witch romance series, paranormal romance witches, romantic fantasy witches, fantasy romance witches, romance saga, romantic suspense, romance series, romantic family saga, new release,
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shapeshifter romance with sex, romance ebook, top romance reads, bestselling, contemporary fantasy in Scotland, urban fantasy in Scotland, Highlanders, HEA, Genevieve Jack, Genevieve Jack dragons, magic,
love, strong heroine, alpha hero, steamy romance, emotional romance, new adult paranormal romance, forbidden romance, romance fiction, top ebooks in romance, top ebooks in paranormal, romance books,
romance, award winning romance Perfect for fans of Alisa Woods, Christine Feehan, Jessie Donovan, M. Flynn, Mac Flynn, Thea Harrison, Gena Callahan, Milly Weaver, J.K. Harper, Anna Craig, Michelle M.
Pillow, Mandy M. Roth, JR Ward, Kresley Cole, Ilona andrews, Jayne faith, Renee Rose, Vanessa Vale, Brenda K Davies, Layla Nash, Sherilee Gray, Abigail Owen, Donna Grant, Terry Bolryder, T. S. Joyce, Zoe
Chant, Charlene Hartnady, Eve Langlais, Evangeline Anderson, Milly Taiden, Alexandra Ivy,
The Descendants Complete Collection contains the following standalone titles: Shared by the Four Four magical protectors should be enough for any gal, right? I’m just an ordinary college girl, majoring in art
history, but there’s this one guy in a few of my classes that just won’t leave me alone. You know, the kind of guy that won’t take no for an answer. Fortunately, I’ve just met four mysterious brothers at an art gallery
that might be the magical answer to my problems. They’re all strong, gorgeous, rich and gifted in their own ways and in love with me. I couldn’t possibly choose and luckily they don’t want me to. Trouble is, my
stalker’s not very ordinary himself. My four magical lovers might not be enough to protect me and I can’t stand the thought of losing even one of them, knowing it would be my fault. Desired by Four Falling in love
isn’t supposed to be literal. Except if you’re a witch who’s cast a soulmate spell… Turns out love magic isn’t the kind you dabble with… First there’s Dixon with his sweet midwestern twang. Then there’s actionhero-hot Mateo, who literally swooped in and saved my life… plus his three insanely handsome brothers. The universe definitely heard my call and it’s raining men alright. Turns out controlling the magnetic
attraction is where it gets tricky, especially if you happened to call upon a magical being, intent on killing you and stealing your power. Whoops. Fortunately I’ve got four hot shifter protectors because I’m gonna
need ‘em. Fate of Three A ruthless collector of dark magical artifacts. Three jaguar shifters intent on taking him down, and they’re asking me to be some kind of undercover spy… Saying yes seems like the most
dangerous decision I could possibly make. But that’s nothing compared to falling in love with all three of them. They’ve promised me their protection and I’ve rolled the dice. I’m trusting all three with my love and
my life. The Descendants is a page-turning paranormal reverse harem collection with explicit scenes and is meant for readers 18+. Publisher’s note: Shared by Four and Desired by Four are reverse harem romances
which involves brothers, which may be off-putting to some readers. If this is the case, please check out Jade’s other reverse harem stories or her bear shifter fated mates series, Special Bear Protectors.
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B086V658TC Review Highlights for The Descendants: I enjoyed each and every story! So hot and titillating, each one. I loved that these shifters found their fated mates and
how they found them. I would highly recommend these books to 18+. ★★★★★ Every once in awhile you come upon a story that pulls at you and you enjoy the heck out of it. This, in my case is such a story. I
cannot recommend this too highly. It is a hoot. ★★★★★ I've read each of these incredible stories as individual books, but I would have LOVED to get them all in ONE SET!!!! Overall, a DON'T MISS set of
books for total enjoyment!!!!! ★★★★★ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ If you are a fan of Nicole Casey, Serena Meadows, JL Wilder, Krista Wolf and Stephanie Brother, you're going to love this reverse harem
paranormal romance collection! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Keywords: paranormal romance, romantic books, romance ebooks, books to read and download, contemporary romance, paranormal romance books,
ebooks romance, romance books for adults, supernatural romance, full novel, steamy romance books, happily ever after, guaranteed HEA, no cliffhangers, happy for now, HFN, reverse harem, menage, why
choose, MMF, shifter books free, adventure, witch, hero, wolf shifters, jaguar shifters, lion shifters, magic, witch, hero, protector, spell, action, mystery, magic, suspense, fast-paced, steamy reverse harem menage
romance shifter mfm mmf mmfm fated mates fate military contemporary hea happy happily ever after author series novel book standalone stand alone why choose paranormal supernatural pnr magic jaguar
Fated Hearth (Guarding Their Dragon Mate Collection 2)
A Fantasy Romance
You Wish: A High School Reverse Harem Romance
The Complete Series
Tempted by Fire
A Fantasy Romance Fairy Tale Retelling
Four sexy dragons...and a treasure that can tear them apart. I never thought I’d love again. But I’m falling, and falling hard. And this time it’s not just one man I love, but three dragon shifters. It’s
been so long since I’ve let my guard down, let anyone in. And now, I’d do anything for my men, even if it means risking my life for a job half a world away. The job is risky and takes us far from
home, but for these men, I’ll do anything. Fighting for this prize will test the fragile trust we’ve built. We have to win or we risk losing not only our love, but our lives. Dragon Unbroken is the
second book in a reverse harem trilogy featuring one strong female dragon shifter and the three hot-as-sin dragon shifters who win a place in her company...and in her bed. additional keywords:
reverse harem, menage, whychoose romance, dragons, shifters, workplace romance, security agency, strong heroine, fated mates, Germany, forests, suspense
This Snow White is no damsel in distress. He's a dragon shifter on the run from the foster mother who wants him dead. Jack has three unbreakable rules of survival: One, never reveal his full
dragon form. Two, steer clear of magic users at all costs. Three, always trust his instinct for trouble. And there's no doubt a princess accused of cursing her own family is exactly the kind of
trouble he should avoid. Despite Jack's intention to keep Kynara at arm's length, though, her intriguing mix of vulnerability and stubborn determination draws him like no one else ever has. A
fugitive from her own people, exhausted and alone for the first time in her life, Kyn is running out of options. Asking for aid from a band of shady treasure hunters is a risk, but she has nothing left
to lose. To save her family and her kingdom, she'll take any help she can get. Even from handsome, irritating Jack who despises her magic yet throws himself into danger to defend her. With the
evil Grey Enchantress tightening her grip on the kingdom of Ardell, Jack and Kyn may have to sacrifice everything to stop her. If you're looking for a clean fairy tale fantasy romance featuring
dragon-shifters, fierce princesses, adventure, magic and happily-ever-after, don't miss the entire Dragon Ever After series of re-imagined fairy tales. Keywords: fairy tale romance, free fantasy
romance, slow burn, stand alone romance book, royal fairytale, snow white retelling, dragon shifter books, magic romance, enchanted magic, ya fantasy romance, sweet fantasy romance, epic,
love story, witch and wizard, werewolf, throne, princess, wolf shifter, young adult, teen.
Fate smiles upon the wicked. Tara: The goal was not to go back to Fate. I never wanted to step foot in this damn town again, but destiny had other plans for me. My first day as a teacher at Fate
High School is far worse than anything I could have ever imagined. Not a damn thing has changed since I was a student here except for the faculty. I can't help but notice that three of the other
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teachers are tall, dark, and deadly. They're handsome, and they're a little bit wild, and they're kind of intense. And they've got their eyes set on me. What the hell am I supposed to do? This is a
reverse harem story with steamy scenes, bad boys, and bullying. Expect swearing, expect bad choices, and expect our heroine to refuse to choose between her three bad boys.
Just when Sophia thinks she’s got a handle on things going on in the dragon town, her whole world is rocked, quite literally. While Sophia, Gale and Topaz ‘get to know’ each other more
intimately, things are the school they’re camping out at have taken a turn for the worse. A group of dragon rebels were supposed to arrive today, but they never did, making everyone worry that
they might have been caught by the deserter fae soldiers roaming the area. As Sophia makes it back to the school, she finds out that the parents of Gaia, the little earth dragon orphan, went
missing last full moon and it’s another full moon tonight… Then more bad news reaches her, another two sets of parents have gone missing… Sophia and her men try everything in their power to
find out why earth dragons are going missing, what’s happening to them. Why can Gaia still sense her parents when they’re not there? And what does a magically locked room at the local library
have anything to do with it? This is the fourth novella in the Guarding Their Dragon Mate serial, a six episodes long reverse harem #WhyChoose story. This novella may include any of these
elements: steamy scenes, ‘I need tissues NOW’ moments, cries of ‘why, oh, why’ and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails (and curse the author). This story takes place in the same world
as the Lughnasadh Elite Academy and happens after the events from the other series. Both series can be read stand-alone, they are about different characters, but they are connected.
Stolen from her homeland. Separated from her mates. Is there any hope for Dareena and her dragons? Or is their kingdom destined to fall? When Drystan and his brothers managed to drive
their madness-stricken father from the throne, Dareena thought the worst of their troubles were over. But the elves are knocking at their door, demanding reparations, and with a new general at
the helm, they will not let Dragonfell off the hook so easily. To buy their kingdom time, and save their armies from certain destruction, Dareena and Alistair allows themselves to be taken to
Elvenhame, where they will be held hostage until the countries can come to an agreement. But while the two kingdoms squabble, the real enemy continues its insidious assault. Both Dragonfell
and Elvenhame unknowingly teeter on the brink of destruction, and unless Dareena and her mates can uncover the true conspiracy, their world will fall to darkness...
Highland Dragon
Windy City Dragon
Pacts & Promises
Fireheart (A Standalone Reverse Harem Paranormal Romance)
Fate's Fools Box Set Volume II
Dragon's Guard

A ruthless collector of dark magical artifacts. Three jaguar shifters intent on taking him down, and they’re asking me to be some
kind of undercover spy… Saying yes seems like the most dangerous decision I could possibly make. But that’s nothing compared to
falling in love with all three of them. They’ve promised me their protection and I’ve rolled the dice. I’m trusting all three with
my love and my life. Fate of Three part of The Descendants Collection of a stand-alone, fast-paced, steamy reverse harem
paranormal shifter romances. 18+ Keywords: paranormal romance, romantic books, romance ebooks, books to read and download,
contemporary romance, paranormal romance books, ebooks romance, romance books for adults no cliffhangers, supernatural romance
books, paranormal romance books full novel, steamy romance books, happily ever after, guaranteed HEA, no cliffhangers, happy for
now, HFN, reverse harem, menage, why choose, MMF, shifter books, adventure, witch, hero, jaguar shifters, magic, witch, hero,
protector, spell, fast-paced,
A stolen crown. A daring heist. And a treasure worth more than life itself. My guys and I have been enjoying our lives, running
our business, and reveling in our love. But when an old friend makes a tough request, I can’t say no--even when it falls on
Halloween, my favorite holiday. Little did I think, though, about how even the tiniest slip-up could mean losing everything we
hold dear. An excerpt of this steamy, slice-of-life tale was previously published in the Halloween Between the Sheets anthology.
It has since been expanded into a full story and is best enjoyed after reading the Spellbound Shifters: Dragons Entwined
trilogy--Dragon Shattered, Dragon Unbroken, and Dragon Reborn. additional keywords: urban fantasy, reverse harem, menage,
whychoose romance, slice of life, bonus story, magic, security agency, heist, theft, recovery, pregnancy, suspense, danger
Kickass heroines. Fire-breathing dragons. Epic adventures. Your thrill ride awaits in this brand new dragon rider series, for fans
of Eragon and Dragon Riders of Pern! Zara Kenrook has never wanted to be ordinary. Abandoned at an orphanage, destined for a life
in the slums, she's clawed her way to the top and made herself a name as one of the best treasure hunters in Elantia. But Zara
hasn't gotten to where she is without making enemies, and when one of them calls in a debt, her entire livelihood is thrown into
peril. Suddenly, Zara is faced with two impossible choices--break into a dragon rider's home and steal a priceless artifact, or
lose the career she's worked so hard to build. Luckily, Zara has some experience pulling off heists, and she's never been one to
back down from a challenge. But when the object she tries to steal turns out to be a dragon egg, her whole world changes. For this
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particular dragon is about to hatch, and once it lays its fiery eyes on Zara, her life will never be the same...
In a magical race around the world, there can only be one winner. My powers weren't enough to save my mother from an excruciating
death. But I won't stand by and watch anybody else I love suffer. The spells I need to protect us all are locked away, sealed by a
magic I can't break. The only key is conning my way into the magical elite and winning their deadly competition. I can't do it
alone. Levi has my back. He's a strong witch, my best friend, and fiercest protector. Raphael might be my ex, but his vampire
powers give us an edge. And then there's Isak. Dragon shifter, with his own secrets and reasons to win. But in a competition full
of witches whose powers outweigh my own, dangers arise from every corner of the globe. Until one thing becomes clear. We aren't
just playing to win. We're playing to live. Cursed in Love is the first book in a "why choose" paranormal romance trilogy. Order
your copy today!
All three novels included! Fate smiles upon the wicked... Prison. That's where my dad is, and the word tastes sour and wrong on my
tongue. Prison. He doesn't deserve to be there. I know that. The set-up was done by someone wicked, someone who wants him out of
the game. After all, there's a lot of truth to the saying, "Out of sight, out of mind." My aunt takes pity on me and takes me in,
which means I get to spend all of my days at Fate High School. The school is its own sort of prison, but it doesn't matter. I'm
just biding my time until I can actually prove that my dad is innocent: that he doesn't deserve what happened to him. In the
meantime, I'm stuck navigating a new school, new groups, and new cliques. Oh, and the Legends. The three bad-boy bullies of the
school have their own little group, one I want no part of. Too bad they can't seem to take their eyes off of me. This omnibus
edition includes all three Fate High School romances. Each story is a complete why-choose standalone featuring a snarky, sassy
heroine and the bad boys who won't let her go.
Guarding Their Dragon Mate [Full Collection]
Fate High School
A Dragon Reverse Harem in Space
Academy Of Beasts II
A Reverse Harem Dragon Fantasy Romance
Fate smiles upon the wicked. Prison. That's where my dad is, and the word tastes sour and wrong on my tongue. Prison. He doesn't deserve to be there. I know that.
The set-up was done by someone wicked, someone who wants him out of the game. After all, there's a lot of truth to the saying, "Out of sight, out of mind." My aunt
takes pity on me and takes me in, which means I get to spend all of my days at Fate High School. The school is its own sort of prison, but it doesn't matter. I'm just
biding my time until I can actually prove that my dad is innocent: that he doesn't deserve what happened to him. In the meantime, I'm stuck navigating a new school,
new groups, and new cliques. Oh, and the Legends. The three bad-boy bullies of the school have their own little group, one I want no part of. Too bad they can't
seem to take their eyes off of me. This is a bully reverse harem high school story with steamy scenes, bad boys, and bullying. Expect swearing, expect bad choices,
and expect our heroine to refuse to choose between her three bad boys.
Falling in love isn’t supposed to be literal. Except if you’re a witch who’s cast a soulmate spell… Turns out love magic isn’t the kind you dabble with… First there’s
Dixon with his sweet midwestern twang. Then there’s action-hero-hot Mateo, who literally swooped in and saved my life… plus his three insanely handsome brothers.
The universe definitely heard my call and it’s raining men alright. Turns out, controlling the magnetic attraction is where it gets tricky, especially if you happened to
call upon a magical being, intent on killing you and stealing your power. Whoops. Fortunately I’ve got four hot shifter protectors because I’m gonna need ‘em.
?Desired by Four is a fast-paced, steamy reverse harem paranormal shifter romance. 18+ Keywords: paranormal romance, romantic books, romance ebooks, books
to read and download, contemporary romance, paranormal romance books, ebooks romance, romance books for adults, supernatural romance books, paranormal
romance books full novel, steamy romance books, happily ever after, guaranteed HEA, no cliffhangers, happy for now, HFN, reverse harem, menage, why choose,
MMF, shifter books free, adventure, witch, hero, lion shifters, magic, witch, hero, protector, spell, fast-paced,
Enjoy this erotic reverse harem box set by USA Today Bestselling paranormal romance author Ophelia Bell. Deva Rainsong's legacy is alive. The magical rogue fate
hounds she controls are doing their jobs sniffing out mates for those members of the Bloodline who might otherwise be targeted to have their souls "recycled" by
Fate. The four books in this volume include tales of Bloodline humans being matched with their higher races mates. From a pop star diva in Las Vegas to a talented
tattoo artist in Santa Monica, from a Seattle glassblower to an ancient spirit lost for millennia only to be reborn in fire. All these women have one thing in common:
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they are Bloodline, which means the only thing that can protect them from Fate's wrath is to find mates from among the higher races. Books included in this set: Eye
of the Hurricane Fool's Bargain April's Fools Thieves of Fate Fate's Fools Volume II is the collected standalone stories in the Fate's Fools series, an epic reverse
harem, fated mates adventure. Each standalone story in this set is filled with steamy love scenes and ends with a happily ever after. *** Keywords: reverse harem,
alpha male, dragon shifter, dragon shifter adventure, dragon shifter romance, dragon shifter romance series, dragons, fated mates, female protagonist, paranormal
romance series for adults, pranormal romance hea, shapeshifter, satyr, dionysus, ffm, lesbian romance, bisexual romance, paranormal romance, shifter, shifter
romance, steamy fantasy romance, fantasy, strong heroine, feisty heroine, virgin heroine, adventure books, alpha hero, sleeping dragons, weredragon, urban
fantasy, shapeshifter romance, new adult, paranormal, supernatural, fantasy, folklore, folktale, folk tale, legend, legends, myth, myths, action adventure, action,
adventure, second chances, book, books, ebook, rich, quick read, read, short, serial, series, female protagonist, novel, secret, suspense, alpha male, story, stories,
hero, fiction, romance, billionaire, wealthy, millionaire, women's fiction, racy, billionaire romance, seduction, sexy, sensual, urban, contemporary, 21st century,
current, dark fantasy, immortal, epic, dragon shifter romance, dragon wife
Discovering you may be the last dragon shifter alive-and that you're destined to take four hot alpha shifters as your mates-can throw a girl for a bit of a loop. But
now that Ren is getting her powers and her enemies under control, her confidence is growing. A little hike into the mountains to uncover her mother's last secret
seems like no big deal with her guys by her side. Too bad life has other plans. The farther Ren goes, the more other secrets surface. Secrets that threaten the fragile
peace between the shifters and the fae. Secrets that could destroy the bond Ren's forming with her mates. With unexpected enemies around every corner, it'll take
all her newfound strength to survive the fray.
The last of her kind. Four hot alpha mates. A legacy of bloodshed. When Ren Landis goes looking for excitement on her 21st birthday, getting kidnapped is a little
more than she bargained for. So is finding out that shifters exist-and that she's one too. As the last of the dragon shifters, she's got a role to fulfill: Take the alphas
of the four shifter groups as her mates and unite all shifter kind. No pressure, right? Too bad Ren's fate isn't as simple as getting it on with four scorching-hot men.
A group of rogues is out for dragon shifter blood, intent on finishing the massacre they started years ago. With deceitful fae and murderous vampires thrown into
the mix, the paranormal world is on the verge of catastrophe. How can a girl who's only known she's a shifter for a week heal sixteen years of chaos? *The Dragon
Shifter's Mates is a complete steamy paranormal romance series where the heroine doesn't have to choose. Expect sexy situations, intense action, and a quartet of
alluring wolf, bear, jaguar, and eagle shifters you'll wish you could make your mates.* This box set contains all four novels in the series-Dragon's Guard, Dragon's
Tears, Dragon's Desire, and Dragon's Fate-as well as the Christmas novella, Dragon's Joy.?
A Paranormal Reverse Harem Romance Serial
Forked Tongues Are Fun
Desired By Four
An Epic Dragon Shifter Reverse Harem Romance (Erotic Paranormal Shifter Fated Mates)
A Reverse Harem Paranormal Romance
To Catch A Fae
Tempted By Fire is the first in the enthralling new Dragons of Bloodfire series by New York Times bestselling author Erin Kellison. Dragon shifter Thane Ealdian has waited six hundred years
to avenge the loss of his family, and finally a clue has surfaced that implicates an old adversary. Thane will stop at nothing to seek his revenge, but to prevent violence between the clans, the
Bloodkin Triad has forced a mediator on him. Some upstart named Emerson Clark... Emerson is fed up with all Bloodkin and how they've managed to control every aspect of her life. While she
doesn't believe that Bloodkin can shift into dragons-because, really?-she has to admit, they are exceptionally nice to look at. But once the mediation is over, she wants nothing to do with them
ever again. When Thane discovers that the clever and beautiful Emerson is the key to uncovering the truth, he has no intention of letting her go. Although she wants to run, she can't turn her
back on Thane or her intense feelings for him. His quest pulls at her heart, just as his nearness sparks something dangerous inside her. With evil in hot pursuit, sooner or later everything will
ignite-the mediation, the shifter within her... and their passions. 42,000 words / no cliffhanger / 18+
Magic Bonded is the second book in this dystopian romance series. This action-packed, heart-wrenching ride gives you a kickass heroine, three irresistible shifters, a steamy romance with no
choosing required, and evil enemies like you've never seen before in each book. I’m captured by dragon shifters. They say I’m their fated mate. If they discover I’m magical, I’ll be put to
death. I reject them, but they don’t take no for an answer. It doesn’t matter how they soften my heart or make my body sing. The rule of The Six is absolute. If I don’t keep my secret, then
Drisella will kill them. I can’t let that happen. I have to get back to the wolf shifters who’ve protected me all my life. I’ve learned what The Six are planning to do and I must warn them. Ancient
Fae magic has awoken inside me. A little piece of the fabled Fae King’s grimoire demands to be let loose and I can’t control it. The secret of my past is remembered. A decades long plan has
started that the parents I never knew died for. The Six are coming for us. My dragon mates are in danger. I must control the untameable magic locked inside me and take down the most
powerful beings to ever have lived.
One woman on the run. Four dangerously sexy bodyguards. And a war brewing that will change the shifter world forever… I’m living on borrowed time, fighting for survival against a deadly
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new virus that has no cure and a cult doing its best to brainwash me. But when a mysterious note shows up on my windowsill one night, its chilling message--Run, Wren--launches me out of
the frying pan and into the fire. Within hours, everything I thought I knew about my life, my family, and my origins is obliterated, and I'm racking up enemies at an alarming rate. Between the
cult I've just escaped, a violent shifter faction out for my blood, and an ancient evil who eats "chosen ones" like me for breakfast, my last hope is to join forces with four dangerous-looking men
who claim they were sent to guard my life. Luke, a werewolf with a rap sheet. Creedence, a lynx shifter who never met a mark he couldn’t con. Kite, a bear kin with a mean right hook and
heart of gold. And Dust, my childhood best friend and dude voted least likely to be a secret shape-shifting griffin. But are these men really what they seem? Or are my alpha guardians hiding a
secret agenda of their own? I’m not sure, but one thing is for certain—choosing the right allies will mean the difference between life and death. For me, and everyone I love. UNLEASHED is
book one in the Dark Moon Shifter’s series. It is a true reverse harem featuring one woman and her four mates.
Dragon shifters have a horrific habit of kidnapping human children to sacrifice to their goddess. They miscalculated when they took expert thief Yara Parmstone’s little brother, though. Now,
Yara is out for revenge—after she finds the final key that will allow her to save him. But the three scorching hot, mysterious men who hold that key have a message for Yara—the dragon
goddess has something important in store for her. Too bad it’s not as fun as a forked dragon tongue. Soon, Yara’s racing against time to steal back her brother before his fate—and hers—are
sealed.
The enemy of my enemy is my friend. So the saying goes at least. The Gray Fiends have been unleashed, threatening to pull back the supernatural veil. If we want to preserve our way of life,
the Kyrie and the Academy must declare a truce and join forces to unlock the Forbidden Shelves, secret tomes as arcane as the Fiends themselves. Therein lies our only hope to defeat them.
Hoster, Darius and Rock, stay by my side through the turbulent struggle. While my passion rises for one, it dwindles towards the others. To settle a fateful decision, I must open my heart and
body one last time. I know the Dalshak blood running through my veins pre-dates the Academy, but does it carry enough power to settle scores born in the Age of Legends? Pacts & Promises
is the Fourth Book in The Broken Academy Series, a why choose, slow burn paranormal romance. Each book covers one year at the academy, with different perspectives and recurring
characters. All of the books can be read as standalone stories however series order is recommended to fully maximize enjoyment. Author note: The romance is described as "why choose"
instead of reverse harem as each central female character has her cake and gets to eat it too, with multiple concurrent love interests that ebb and fall throughout the series, however there are
no steamy scenes with multi-partner action. Here's what readers are saying about Pacts & Promises: “This book was a hell of a ride that's for sure!! The characters have grown so much from
the beginning and we get to be along for the adventures! I have loved every moment!! And can't wait for the next book!! Highly recommend!!” ????? “Pacts & Promises, the fourth in the
Academy series by Jade Alters is an extreme adventure, full of chaos, danger, and intrigue!!!!!! It was completely riveting, mesmerizing, and a veritable TREASURE of a story!!! I LOVED
IT!!!!!!!” ?????
The Last Dragon
Freak: A High School Reverse Harem Romance
Unleashed: A Dark Reverse Harem Romance
Reverse Harem Dragon Shifter Paranormal Romance
Cursed in Love
Winter's War

This has been the worst month of my life. My home, destroyed. My parents, murdered. My whole life turned upside down. Now I have to fend for myself in The Academy. I thought I was starting to make friends, but
I hear whispers as soon as my back is turned. Smiles turn to scowls and even those I let get close to me are keeping secrets. Are they doing it to keep me safe, or to use me? USA Today Bestselling Author Becca
Fanning is proud to bring you this Reverse Harem Academy Romance serial, packed with all the action, intrigue and great chemistry you can handle! KEYWORDS: free shifter romance books, free pnr, free
romance ebook, free shifter romance series, wolf shifter, bad boy, bbw, fated mates, paranormal romance with sex, curvy, gothic romance, new adult, clan, pack, series, fantasy, steamy romance, paranormal
romance books for adults, reformed rake, contemporary romance, hot romance, hot shifter romance, shifter romance series, instalove, ott, over the top, shifter conflicts, new adult, urban fantasy, alpha male,
werewolf, shapeshifter, wounded hero, romantic suspense, womens fiction, action adventure, military love, outlaw, rebel, thrilling, great chemistry, enemies to friends, secret baby, pregnancy romance, supernatural,
legend, folk tale, second chances, freebie, free ebook, free novel, free novella, alpha male, female protagonist, stories, story, college, hero, complete series, box, box set, boxed set, bundle, anthology, sexy, sensual,
seduction, contemporary, current, new 2020, best of, breeding, mating, reverse harem, why choose, college, school, academy romance
A cursed dragon shifter, a terminal cancer patient, and a magical bond that promises to save them both... if they don't kill each other first. — 2020 RONE award winner BEST PARANORMAL ROMANCE LONG —
2020 Independent Publisher Book Award for BEST ROMANCE E-BOOK New Orleans: city of intrigue, supernatural secrets, and one enigmatic dragon. A deadly curse.... For 300 years, Gabriel Blakemore has
survived in New Orleans after a coup in his native realm of Paragon scattered him and his dragon siblings across the globe. Now a voodoo curse threatens to end his immortal existence. His only hope is to find an
antidote, one that may rest in a mortal woman. A lifesaving gift... After five years of unsuccessful treatment for her brain cancer, death is a welcome end for Raven Tanglewood. Her illness has become a prison her
adventurous spirit cannot abide. Salvation comes in the form of Gabriel, who uses dragon magic to save her. A harrowing price... To Raven, the bond that results from Gabriel's gift is another kind of captivity. Can
Gabriel win Raven's love and trust in time to awaken the life-saving magic within her? Or will his fiery personality and possessive ways drive her from his side and seal his fate? * * * "Fans of paranormal romance
will get swept up in this quick, steamy romance and the intriguing mystery wrapped in magic.[Book Life]" –Publisher's Weekly “An impressive mix of Greek mythology, Vodoun rituals, and the distinctive mystique
of New Orleans, past and present. It’s a compelling start to what seems destined to be an entertaining series.” – InD’tale Crowned Heart Review “I loved this steamy, fast paced paranormal romance. I need a
dragon of my very own.” – Kim Loraine, Best Selling Author of The Fallen Angel Trilogy “Magic, adventure, and romance fly off the pages of The Dragon of New Orleans!” – Britt Franks Red Hatter Book Blog
“…rich in magic, legend and love so if you like paranormal then this one I highly recommend.” – Becky Bookworm Blog “The romance burns slowly, and the suspense will keep you glued to the pages.” – Uncaged
Reviews “Wow, what a ride! …a captivating, highly entertaining story about love, letting go and sacrifice.” – Konny, Goodreads reviewer "Reading Dragon of New Orleans made me feel right at home in my adopted
city, and I can't wait for the next one. This is a fantastic start of a new urban fantasy series." –NYT Bestselling Author Deanna Chase * * * Topics: dragon shifter romance series, romance saga, romantic suspense,
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series starter, first in series, romance series, romance saga, romantic family saga, new release, shapeshifter romance with sex, New Orleans, Voodoo, paranormal romance dragons, shifter romance, dragon shifter
romance series, romance ebook, romance series, top romance reads, bestselling, fantasy romance, paranormal elements, contemporary fantasy, urban fantasy, HEA, Genevieve Jack, Genevieve Jack Dragons,
Witches, Magic, Love, strong heroine, alpha hero, family, cancer survivor, steamy romance, emotional romance, new adult paranormal romance, forbidden romance, romance fiction, top ebooks in romance, top
ebooks in paranormal, romance books, romance, award winning romance, USA Today bestseller, Paranormal Romance witches, paranormal romance shifters Series Perfect for fans of Alisa Woods, Christine
Feehan, Jessie Donovan, M. Flynn, Mac Flynn, Thea Harrison, Gena Callahan, Milly Weaver, J.K. Harper, Anna Craig, Michelle M. Pillow, Mandy M. Roth, JR Ward, Kresley Cole, Ilona andrews, Jayne faith,
Renee Rose, Vanessa Vale, Brenda K Davies, Layla Nash, Sherilee Gray, Abigail Owen, Donna Grant, Terry Bolryder, T. S. Joyce, Zoe Chant, Charlene Hartnady, Eve Langlais, Evangeline Anderson, Milly Taiden,
Alexandra Ivy
Three irresistible dragon men, one mate.Undeniable attraction, inescapable danger. Dragon shifter Ariana West will do anything for the men she's falling in love with, including take on a sketchy mission for an
alpha she despises. Their task is to retrieve treasure from a shifter whose name sparks fear in the shifter world. One problem, however: he's the father of one of her partners. As the four dragon shifters navigate a
forest too dense for their powers, they encounter trials and revelations that test the boundaries of their budding relationships and cause them to question the very fabric of their fates. Retrieving the treasure is only
half the job. Once they find it, they have to get out of the forest with their lives-and love-intact. Dragon Unbroken is the second book in a reverse harem trilogy featuring one strong female dragon shifter and the
three hot-as-sin dragon shifters who win a place in her company...and in her bed.
The last of her kind. Four hot alpha mates. A legacy of bloodshed. When Ren Landis goes looking for excitement on her 21st birthday, getting kidnapped is a little more than she bargained for. So is finding out that
shifters exist-and that she's one too. As the last of the dragon shifters, she's got a role to fulfill: Take the alphas of the four shifter groups as her mates and unite all shifter kind. No pressure, right? Too bad Ren's fate
isn't as simple as getting it on with four scorching-hot guys. Someone is out for dragon shifter blood, intent on finishing the massacre they started years ago. If Ren can't figure out how to kickstart her buried powers,
her life's about to go down in flames.
They can make me come when they breathe. I used to be the galaxy's first daughter-its princess. In a devastating attack on my homeworld, I am taken by the enemy, evaluated like common cattle, and prepared to be
sold. Then four dragons burst in and burn the place down. They save me. But it isn't safe for me to return to Nidia, so they take me to their planet, Telia II, instead. Brynn, Argon, Sharpe and Canavan are outcasts;
the other alien races fear their great power. They protect me, treasure me, test my limits and chastise me when I disobey their strict rules. But what future can we have, when I must return to my duties and piece
together my shattered planet, while they will never be accepted by anyone? This is a standalone reverse harem not a love triangle. It features dragon shifters with giant alien cocks doing dragony things, including
setting things on fire, BDSM and spanking. It's set in the same universe as the Twenty-Fourth Century Daddies series, but this is a separate storyline featuring a completely new species. There's daddy dom,
punishment, sensory play, menage and virgin first-time sex as well as some anal.
Magic-born Dragon
Get Lost: A Reverse Harem Romance
Dragon's Tears
Dragons of Bloodfire
The Dragon Shifter's Mates
Dragon Valley

Fate smiles upon the wicked. Isla: My entire life has been one complication after another, and then three new kids roll into school acting like they
own the place. They don't. They don't know anything about Fate High, or Fate, or me. They definitely don't know what I'm really like. They don't
know the deep, dark secrets that keep me up at night, but something tells me that they want to. And they aren't going to stop until they get what
they want. This is a reverse harem high school story with steamy scenes. Expect swearing, expect bad choices, and expect our heroine to refuse to
choose between her three bad boys. This is the second book in the FATE HIGH SCHOOL series and should be read in order. Read less
Flame Daddies
Magic Bonded
A Reverse Harem Fantasy Romance
Dragon Unbroken
Manhattan Dragon
The Dragon of New Orleans
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